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Abstract
OpenStreetMap  (OSM),  the  most  popular  VGI  crowdsourcing  project,  is  an
excellent example of an open-license spatial database. But what is the quality
of OSM road network datasets compared to authoritative counterparts? Several
comparisons of this kind are detailed in literature but these cannot be easily
adapted to other scenarios. Developing a generic automated procedure is very
challenging.  This  paper proposes a  FOSS4G-based procedure  for  automated
quality comparison of OSM and any authoritative road network datasets. We
detail work-in-progress which has great potential.  Our procedure is currently
implemented into a GRASS command with future plans to extend this to a QGIS
plugin and a FOSS4G-based WPS.
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1 Introduction
Comparing  open  datasets  is  an  interesting  computational  and  societal
challenge. Open geographic datasets from Volunteered Geographic Information
(VGI)  projects  like  OpenStreetMap  (OSM)  are  excellent  examples  of
crowdsourced geographic  data of  real  world features  such as buildings and
roads. Recently some National Mapping Agencies (NMAs) have been making
their geographic datasets available as open data. This greatly increases their
distribution and opportunities for access for citizens. Comparing OSM data and
open data from NMAs has been studied in the literature. There has been some
work  published  reporting  comparison  of  OSM  and  other  official  datasets
displaying different levels  of  automation.  Mooney, Corcoran, and Winstanley
(2009) developed an automated quality assessment measure to compare OSM
with authoritative datasets containing natural water features. Fairbairn and Al-
Bakri (2013) compared OSM and authoritative large-scale databases in the UK
and Iraq to address possible integration of these datasets. Ludwig, Voss, and
Krause-Traudes  (2011)  developed  a  fully  automated  approach  to  matching
street objects in  Germany contained in  OSM and in  the commercial  Navteq
database.  Haklay  (2010)  compared  the  OSM dataset  and  Ordnance  Survey
dataset in the UK, while Girres and Touya (2010) compared the quality of the
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OSM dataset in France with the reference database from the French National
Mapping  Agency.  Siebritz  (2014)  performed  a  quantitative  and  qualitative
comparison between OSM and national mapping agency data in South Africa. In
the studies outlined above (and some others in the literature) the authors have
designed  and  developed  software  implementations  of  comparison
methodologies  which  are  specific  and  tightly  coupled  to  the  OSM  and
authoritative datasets involved. We believe that this makes the comparisons
more complex and can prevent other authors from replicating them. 
2 Our proposed comparison procedure
In  this  paper  we  propose  a  novel  and  generic  procedure  to  perform
comparisons of OSM and authoritative road network datasets in terms of spatial
accuracy  and  completeness.  The  procedure  is  designed  to  a  comparison
framework  which  is  general  and  applicable  (in  principle)  to  any  pair  of
comparable  open  datasets  while  carefully  considering  their  specific
characteristics.  When  executing  this  procedure  users  can  supervise  the
computation by manipulating parameter values to reflect the specific features
of the authoritative dataset under investigation such as its scale and nominal
accuracy.  These characteristics  make the procedure effectively adaptable to
most comparisons of this kind. 
2.1 Procedure implementation and workflow
The procedure is developed as a GRASS module written in Python. Its main
steps are as follows: preliminary comparison of the datasets and computation
of global statistics; geometric preprocessing of the OSM dataset to extract its
networks representing the same road features as the authoritative dataset; and
evaluation  of  the  OSM  dataset's  spatial  accuracy  through  a  grid-based
approach.  These  steps  are  separately  described  below  by  outlining  their
purpose, input/output data and GRASS modules used. REF (meaning “reference
dataset”)  is  used  to  identify  the  authoritative  road  network  dataset  being
compared with OSM.
2.1.1 Preliminary comparison of the datasets
The  first  step  prepares  the  OSM  and  REF  road  datasets  in  addition  to
performing an initial comparison of their spatial coverage similarity. The key
operations are as follows:
• import the OSM and REF datasets; if spatial clipping is required the user can
import a vector layer to be used as the clipping mask (v.in.ogr, v.overlay);
• compute the total  length  of  the OSM and REF datasets  and their  length
difference, both in meters and percentages (v.to.db);
• apply a user-specified buffer around the REF and OSM datasets and compute
the length and the length percentage of the OSM and REF datasets included
in the buffer (v.buffer, v.overlay, v.to.db).
2.1.2 Geometric preprocessing of OSM dataset
This  step  prepares  the  OSM  dataset  so  that  only  features  which  have  a
correspondence  in  the  REF  dataset  are  extracted.  This  correspondence  is
computed using angular coefficients as follows: 
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• apply a user-specified buffer around the REF dataset to extract only the OSM
features included (v.db.select, v.extract, v.buffer, v.overlay);
• compute  the  angular  coefficient  of  each  feature  in  the  REF  dataset
(v.db.addcolumn,  v.to.db,  v.db.update).  This  is  compared  to  the  angular
coefficient  of  all  OSM features  falling  inside  the  buffer  around  that  REF
feature.  If  the difference between the two angular coefficients exceeds a
user-specified threshold (e.g. 30°), then that OSM feature is deleted as it
does  not  correspond  to  the  REF  feature  considered  (see  Figure  1).
Corresponding  OSM  features  are  instead  added  into  a  new  vector  layer
(v.edit, v.patch).
Before  these  operations  the  REF  line  features  must  be  split  into  segments
(v.split) allowing the angular coefficient be computed on each segment. This
considerably  increases  the  number  of  REF  features  for  comparison  and
consequently  the  computational  time required.  For  this  reason  the  splitting
operation  is  preceded by a  generalization  of  the REF dataset  (v.generalize)
using  the  Douglas-Peucker  algorithm  (Douglas  and  Peucker,  1973).  Users
specify the threshold value for the line feature generalization (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Geometric preprocessing of OSM dataset showing GRASS interface for
user inputs (left) and REF, original OSM and preprocessed OSM roads (right).
2.1.3 Evaluation of OSM spatial accuracy using a grid-based approach
This step performs the comparison between the REF and the preprocessed OSM
datasets and evaluates the spatial accuracy of the latter. This process is based
on a grid approach which takes into account the possible heterogeneous nature
(translating into an heterogeneous accuracy) of the OSM dataset. The single
operations are the following:
• define a grid, asking the user to either build it in real time (by setting the
bounding box and the grid step in the two directions (v.mkgrid)) or uploading
a predefined polygon vector layer (v.in.ogr). The use of a grid is optional.
• apply  one  or  more  user-customized  buffers  around the  REF  dataset  and
compute the length and the length percentage of the OSM dataset included
in the buffer (v.buffer, v.overlay, v.to.db).
The  final  operation  is  executed  to  obtain  a  number  of  different  outputs
according to user requirements. For example users can retrieve the grid cells
where the deviation of OSM dataset from the REF dataset is lower than a fixed
threshold or within a fixed interval of thresholds. Moreover they can evaluate
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which is the maximum deviation from the REF dataset for each grid cell.
3 Conclusions
The proposed procedure is  under active development and research.  We are
working to achieve improved computational performances. In addition to the
geometrical operations described here an analysis of the correctness of OSM
road  attributes  (i.e.  the  values  of  the  highway key)  compared  to  the  REF
dataset is planned for future development. The procedure has been tested to
compare the OSM road network dataset with those authoritative open datasets
of the municipalities in the Lombardy Region in Northern Italy (scale 1:2000).
Our  immediate  future  work  should,  at  first,  confirm  the  suitability  of  the
procedure – which, as shown, is heavily supervised by the user input values –
on the input datasets. From a FOSS4G viewpoint the authors will develop this
procedure to become a QGIS plugin before being provided as a Web Processing
Service (WPS) available for the whole community.
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